
A PRIORI BOUNDS FORCO-DIMENSION ONE ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGSYANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINAbstract. Let X : (Sn; g) ! Rn+1 be a C4 isometric embedding of aC4 metric g of non-negative sectional curvature onSn into the Euclideanspace Rn+1. We prove a priori bounds for the trace of the second funda-mental form H, in terms of the scalar curvature R of g, and the diameterd of the space (Sn; g). These estimates give a bound on the extrinsicgeometry in terms of intrinsic quantities. They generalize estimatesoriginally obtained by Weyl for the case n = 2 and positive curvature,and then by P. Guan and the �rst author for non-negative curvatureand n = 2. Using C2;� interior estimates of Evans and Krylov for con-cave fully nonlinear elliptic partial di�erential equations, these boundsallow us to obtain the following convergence theorem: For any � > 0,the set of metrics of non-negative sectional curvature and scalar curva-ture bounded below by � which are isometrically embedable in Euclideanspace Rn+1 is closed in the H�older space C4;� , 0 < � < 1. These resultsare obtained in an e�ort to understand the following higher dimensionalversion of the Weyl embedding problem which we propose: Suppose thatg is a smooth metric of non-negative sectional curvature and positivescalar curvature on Sn which admits locally convex isometric embeddinginto Rn+1. Does (Sn; g) then admit a smooth global isometric embeddingX : (Sn; g) ! Rn+1? 1. IntroductionIn 1916, H. Weyl posed the following problem: Given a metric g of positiveGauss curvature on the sphere S2, is there an embedding X : S2! R3 suchthat the metric induced on S2 by this embedding is g? Such an embeddingX : (S2; g) ! R3 is called isometric, and satis�es the following system ofnonlinear partial di�erential equations:riX � rjX = gij :(1)In [W], Weyl suggested the continuity method to attack the problem andobtained a priori estimates up to the second derivatives of the embedding.The a priori estimate of the second derivative is a consequence of the Weyl1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. Primary: 53A07; Secondary: 58C99.Key words and phrases. Weyl embedding.The research of the �rst author was supported in part by the Alfred P. Sloan Foun-dation Research Fellowship, NSF grant DMS-9401815 and DMS-9706887, and a RutgersUniversity Research Council grant.The research of the second author was supported in part by NSF Grant DMS-9404523and DMS 9704760. 1



2 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINinequality which gives a bound of the mean curvature by intrinsic quantitiesfor strictly convex closed surfaces; see Theorem 2. The main obstacle to thesolution was the lack of C2;� a priori estimates for the embedding.Later H. Lewy solved the problem under the assumption that the metricg is real analytic; see [L]. It is interesting to point out that Lewy didnot use Weyl's a priori estimate. In [N2], L. Nirenberg gave a beautifulproof for any metric g of class C4. He established, among other things,the C2;� a priori estimate of the embedding using strong a priori estimateshe derived earlier for solutions of fully non-linear elliptic partial di�erentialequations in two variables; see [N1]. An entirely di�erent approach wastaken independently by A. D. Alexandro� and A. V. Pogorelov; see [Al, P1,P2]. The Weyl estimate was later generalized to the case of non-negativecurvature by P. Guan and Y. Li in [GL]. From their estimate, they obtaineda C1;1 embedding result for metrics of non-negative Gauss curvature; seealso [HZ] for a di�erent approach to the C1;1 embedding result.The main result of this paper is a Weyl-type estimate, see Theorem 1below, which generalizes to higher dimensions the estimate of P. Guan andthe �rst author. The theorem asserts that for any convex closed hypersurfaceinRn+1, (n � 2), one can bound the mean curvature H in terms of the scalarcurvature of the induced metric g, its Laplacian, and the diameter.Denote byMk(Sn) the space of metrics g of non-negative sectional curva-ture on Sn which have k continuous derivatives, and by Mk+(Sn) � Mk(Sn)the subset consisting of those metrics which have positive sectional cur-vature. Similarly, if 0 < � < 1, we denote by Mk;�(Sn) � Mk(Sn) thespace of metrics g 2 Mk(Sn) whose k-th derivatives are H�older continu-ous, and by Mk;�+ (Sn) � Mk;�(Sn) the subset consisting of those metricswhich have positive sectional curvature. For convenience, we will denoteMk;0(Sn) = Mk(Sn), Mk;0+ (Sn) = Mk+(Sn), and adopt the same conventionfor spaces of functions, i.e., Ck;0 = Ck.Theorem 1. Let g 2M4(Sn), and let X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1 be a C4 isometricembedding. Let H be the trace of the second fundamental form of X, and letR be the scalar curvature of g. Then the following inequality holdsH2 6 Cd2 supSn �2R2 ��R+ (n� 1)264d2 R� ;(2)where C = 4(n� 1)�2e(n�1)=4, and d is the diameter of (Sn; g).Remark 1. The above bound of H involves four derivatives of g. It is notknown whether it is possible to bound H by quantities involving only upto third derivatives of g. If the sectional curvature of g is strictly positiveand n > 3, then we can bound H by quantities involving only up to secondderivatives of g. See Remark 2 below and Theorem 6 for details.As the �rst step in establishing Theorem 1, we show that for any convexclosed surface with positive scalar curvature in Rn+1 (n � 2), one can bound



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 3the mean curvature H in terms of the scalar curvature of the induced metricg and its Laplacian. This is a direct generalization of the Weyl estimate.Theorem 2. Let g 2M4(Sn), and let X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1 be a C4 isometricembedding. Let H be the trace of the second fundamental form of X, andlet R be the scalar curvature of g. Suppose that R > 0. Then the followinginequality holds: H2 6 supSn �2R� 1R �R� :(3)Remark 2. An estimate similar to (3) under the stronger hypothesis thatg has positive sectional curvature was established in [Y1]. In Theorem 6we show that when g has positive sectional curvature and the dimensionn � 3, H can be bounded in terms only of the lower bound of the sectionalcurvature and the upper bound of the Ricci curvature.Using C2;� interior estimates of Evans and Krylov for concave fully non-linear elliptic partial di�erential equations, see [Ev, K1, K2, CC], the a prioribound in Theorem 2 allows us to obtain the following convergence theorem.Theorem 3. For any � > 0, the set of metrics of non-negative sectionalcurvature and scalar curvature bounded below by � which are isometricallyembedable in Euclidean space Rn+1 is closed in the H�older space C4;�, 0 <� < 1.We note that C2;� estimates up to the boundary for concave fully nonlin-ear elliptic partial di�erential equations were independently established byCa�arelly, Nirenberg, and Spruck [CNS1], and Krylov [K2].In [Y2, Problem 53], S. T. Yau posed the following problem: Can onegeneralize Weyl's embedding problem to higher dimensions? More precisely,given a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M; g) of positive sec-tional curvature, is there an isometric immersion X : (M; g) ! Rn(n+1)=2?The Cartan-Janet dimension n(n+1)=2 is the smallest so that formally, e.g.,in the analytic class, the problem has a local solution, regardless of curva-ture; see [J]. In this direction, see also [BEG, BGY], and the referencestherein.Here, we wish to consider a di�erent generalization of the Weyl embeddingproblem: Can one give an intrinsic characterization of those metrics g withnon-negative sectional curvatures on Sn for which there is a co-dimensionone isometric embedding X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1? Note that a necessary condi-tion for such an embedding to exist is that g admits locally convex isometricembedding into Rn+1. In dimension n > 3, this is a non-trivial restriction.We formulate the following conjectureConjecture. Let g be a smooth metric of non-negative sectional curvatureand positive scalar curvature on Sn which admits locally convex isometricembedding into Rn+1. Then (Sn; g) admits a smooth global isometric embed-ding X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1.



4 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINThe estimates we prove here are obtained in an e�ort to con�rm theconjecture. When n � 3 and g has positive sectional curvature, any localisometric embedding is known to be rigid, see Section 5. Therefore the ex-istence of a global immersion follows by a standard monodromy argumentfrom local embeddability and the fact that Sn is simply connected. Theimmersion has to be an embedding due to a theorem of Hardamard, see [S,Theorem 2.11 on page 94] for a proof in the 2-dimensional case. The ar-gument actually applies in any dimension. Thus, in view of Theorem 3,the conjecture would be con�rmed if one could approximate any metric gof non-negative curvature and positive scalar curvature which admits lo-cally convex isometric embedding into Rn+1, by a sequence gi of metrics ofpositive curvature which are also locally isometrically embeddable in Rn+1.Conversely, assuming the conjecture holds, any metric of non-negative cur-vature and positive scalar curvature which admits locally convex embeddingcan be approximated by embeddable metrics of positive curvature as followsfrom the following simple proposition:Proposition 1. Let g 2 Mk;�(Sn) be isometrically embeddable in Rn+1,then there is a sequence gi 2Mk;�+ (Sn) isometrically embeddable in Rn+1whichconverges to g.Proof. Let X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1 be an isometric embedding. We can write Xas a graph over Sn: X = �x; x 2 Sn; � = �(x) > 0:Then the �rst and second fundamental forms are given by:gij = �2ij + �i�j�ij = �2ij + 2�i�j � ��ij;where ij is the standard metric on Sn, and the subscripts denote covariantderivatives with respect to , see [GS]. If we substitute � = u�1, then wehave for the second fundamental form:�ij = u�3(uij + uij):Since g has non-negative curvature, �ij is positive semi-de�nite, see Sec-tion 2. Hence, we have: (uij + uij) > 0:If we set u� = u+ �, then we get:��ij = (u�)�3(uij + uij + �ij) > 0;Hence the �rst fundamental forms g�ij of X� = (u�)�1x have positive curva-ture. Clearly, g�ij converge to g as �! 0.The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we prove Theorem 2.In Section 3, we prove Theorem 3. Then, in Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.Finally, in Section 5, we show that the once-contracted Gauss equations can



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 5be solved for the second fundamental form, when the sectional curvatureof g is positive. As a corollary, we obtain a priori bounds on the secondfundamental form and hence also on the second derivatives of the embedding,which depend only on two derivatives of g. This also provides, when n = 3,a local explicit criterion for any metric g of positive sectional curvature onS3 to be locally isometrically embeddable in R4.2. Weyl Estimates in Higher DimensionIn this section, we will prove Theorem 2, a higher dimensional analogueof the Weyl estimate [W]. However, we �rst note that Theorem 2 allows usto establish a priori bounds on the second covariant derivatives of X.Corollary 1. Let g 2M4(Sn), and let X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1 be a C4 isometricembedding. Assume that R, the scalar curvature of g, is positive. Then thefollowing inequality holds:��r2X��2 6 supSn �2R� 1R �R� :Proof. We have: X;ij = ��ijN;(4)where N is the outer unit normal, and �ij the second fundamental form ofX. Thus, we obtain: ��r2X��2 = X;ij �X;ij = �ij�ij :Since �ij�ij 6 H2, the corollary follows from Theorem 2.We will use the Gauss and Codazzi Equations:Rijkl = �ik�jl � �il�jk(5) 0 = �ij;k � �ik;j ;(6)whereRijkl is the Riemann curvature tensor of g. An immediate consequenceof (5) is that if g has positive sectional curvatures, then � de�nite. In viewof our choice of normal (4), � is positive de�nite. Furthermore, it followsfrom theorems of Hadamard, Chern and Lashof [CL], and R. Sacksteder [Sa]that if g has non-negative sectional curvature, and X : (Sn g)! Rn+1 is anisometric immersion, then X is an embedding, and X(Sn) is the boundaryof a convex body in Rn+1. In particular, if g has non-negative sectionalcurvature, then � is positive semi-de�nite.We begin the proof of Theorem 2 with two lemmas.Lemma 1. Let x 2 Rn+ = f(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn : xi > 0g. Then3�X x2i��Xxi� 6 �X xi�3 + 2Xx3i :



6 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINProof. This can be proved by induction. However, we rather calculate di-rectly:�X xi�3 = Xj�j=3� 3��x� = Xj�j=3��=3x� + 3 Xj�j=3��=2 x� + 6 Xj�j=3��=1x�;Here � = (�1; : : :�n) stands for a multi-index, with �i nonnegative integers,j�j = P�i, and �� = max�i. The multinomial coe�cients are de�ned forj�j = k as �k�� = k!�! = k!�1! : : :�n! ;and x� = x�11 : : : x�nn for x 2 Rn. Furthermore, we have:�Xx2i��Xxi� = Xj�j=2;��=2j�j=1 x�+� = Xj�j=3��=3 x� + Xj�j=3��=2x�:Combining these, we conclude:3�Xx2i��Xxi�� �Xxi�3 � 2Xx3i = �6 Xj�j=3��=1x� 6 0:Note that for n = 1; 2, the lemma becomes an identity. As a corollary, weobtain the following lemma.Lemma 2. Let A be a symmetric, positive-de�nite n � n matrix. Then wehave: (trA)3 � trA3 6 32 h(trA)2 � trA2i trA:Proof. Let x1; x2; : : : ; xn > 0 be the eigenvalues of A. Then, by Lemma 1,we have: 2 h(trA)3 � trA3i = 2�Xxi�3 � 2Xx3i6 3 ��Xxi�2 � �Xx2i��Xxi= 3 h(trA)2 � trA2i trA:Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that H achieves its maximum at p 2 Sn, thenat p, we have: Hi = 0; H;ij 6 0:Since (�ij) � 0 and (H;ij) � 0, it follows with some linear algebra thatH�H 6 �ijH;ij(7)



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 7Now, equation (5) implies that R = H2 � tr�2, where tr�2 = �ij�ij . Wealso write tr�3 = �ij�jk�ki. In view of (7), (6), (5), and Lemma 2, we now�nd that at p, the following holds:�R = 2H�H + 2 jrH j2 � 2 jr�j2 � 2�ij��ij6 2�ij ��kk;ji � �ij;kk�= 2�ij ��kj;ki � �jk ;ik�= 2�ij �Rjlik�lk +Rklik�j l�= 2�ij h(�ji�lk � �jk�li)�lk + ��ki�lk � �kk�li��j li= 2 h�tr�2�2 � tr�3 tr�i6 2 ��2RH2 + R2 + 32 �(tr�)2 � tr�2� (tr�)2�= �RH2 + 2R2:(8)It follows thatH2 6 H2(p) 6 2R(p)� 1R(p)�R(p) 6 supSn �2R� 1R�R� :3. A Convergence TheoremIn this section we show how to obtain C2;� a priori bounds from Theo-rem 2. Bounds of this type imply Theorem 3.Fix a �nite covering fVrg of S3 by coordinate charts, and let fUrg be are�nement such that U r � Vr. De�ne for any Ck;� tensor �eld T of rank lon S3 the norms:kTkk = maxr max06j�j6k16i1;:::;il6n supx2Ur ���@�Ti1:::il(x)���[T ]k;� = maxr supx;y2Urj�j=k ��@�Ti1:::il(x)� @�Ti1:::il(y)��dist(x; y)�kTkk;� = maxnkTkk; [T ]k;�o :where Ti1:::il are the components of T in the coordinate chart on Ur. Endowthe space of Ck;� tensor �elds of rank l over S3 with this norm.Theorem 4. Let g 2 Mk;�(Sn) for some k > 4 and 0 < � < 1, and letX : (Sn; g)! Rn+1 be a Ck;� isometric embedding. Suppose that the scalarcurvature R of g is positive. Then, there is X0 2 Rn+1, and a constantC > 0 depending only on kgkk;�, and minSnR such thatkX�X0kk;� 6 C:(9)



8 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINProof. It follows from the earlier mentioned theorems of Hadamard, Chernand Lashof, and R. Sacksteder thatX(Sn) is the boundary of an open convexset. (Sn; g) has bounded diameter which implies that we have a bound onjX�X0j provided that X0 is chosen inside X(Sn). Next, from (1), we getthat jriXj2 = gii which clearly implies that jrXj is bounded. Corollary 1implies bounds on the second covariant derivatives of X depending only onkgk4 and minSnR. Since @i@jX = rirjX� �kijriX, we get bounds on thesecond coordinate derivatives of X. Next, we establish H�older bounds onthe second derivatives of X. To proceed, we must show that X0 2 Rn+1 canbe chosen so that there is a constant C > 0, depending only on kgk4, suchthat (X�X0) �N > 1C ;(10)where N is the outer unit normal to X.LetK � Rn+1 be the closed convex set bounded by X(Sn), and chooseX0so that Br(X0) is a ball of largest radius enclosed in K. We claim that r isbounded below by 1=C, where C is a constant which depends only on kgk4.Indeed, were this not the case, then there would be a family g� 2M4;�(Sn)with kg�k4 uniformly bounded, and isometric embeddings X� : (Sn; g�) !Rn+1 such that the largest ball Br� contained in the closed convex set K�bounded by X�(Sn) has r� ! 0, as � ! 0. This leads to a contradictionas follows. By the Ascoli-Arzella Theorem, there is a subsequence suchthat g�j ! g in C3;� for any 0 < � < 1. Furthermore, by our argumentabove, we have uniform bounds on kX�k2, hence, perhaps along a furthersubsequence, X�j ! X in C1;�. Note that N�j , the outer unit normals toX�j , converge in C� to N, the outer unit normal to X. Indeed, N�j is theexterior product of the n vectors X�j;1 ; : : : ;X�j;n divided by det(g�j). Since,considering the normals as maps N�j : Sn ! Sn, we have deg(N�j) = 1, weobtain deg(N) = 1. Now, the limit ofK�j is a closed convex set K containedin a hyperplane. Otherwise, there would be n+ 1 points in general positionin K, which would imply that K contained the simplex spanned by thesen+ 1 points, which would contradict r�j ! 0. However, X(Sn) is containedin the same hyperplane, hence the image of N : Sn ! Sn consists of at most2 points, which contradicts deg(N) = 1. Inequality (10) now follows easily,for if �p is the tangent plane at p 2 Sn, thendist(p;�p) = (X�X0) �Njp:Since K lies on one side of �p, and B1=C(X0) � K, we have dist(p;�p) >1=C, and (10) is established. We now assume without loss of generality thatX0 = 0.De�ne the function � = 12X �X. Then we have:�;ij = gij � (X �N)�ij ;(11)



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 9and consequently: �ij = 1X �N �gij � �;ij�:(12)Let � = (�1; : : : ; �n) be the eigenvalues of gij � �;ij (with respect to gij),and de�ne for x 2 Rn: f(x) = X16i<j6n xixj :The function f is the second symmetric elementary function �2;n; see Sec-tion 5. It follows from equation (12) thatf(�)1=2 = 2�1=2(X �N)R1=2:(13)Let �2 denote the connected component of the set fx 2 Rn : f(x) > 0gcontaining the positive cone. It follows from [CNS2] that �2 is a cone withthe property that: @@xi �f(x)1=2� > 0; 8x 2 �2; 81 6 i 6 n;� @2@xi@xj �f(x)1=2�� 6 0; 8x 2 �2;see also [G]. Now, in view of our C0 bound, (10), and our hypothesis on R,we have an estimate: 1C 6 (X �N)R1=2 6 C;hence the eigenvalues � = (�1; : : : ; �n) of gij��;ij with respect to gij remainwithin a �xed compact set of �2. We conclude that Equation (13), as anequation in the Hessian �;ij of �, is uniformly elliptic and convex in �;ij . Aswe already have estimates on k�k2, it now follows from [CC, Theorem 6.6and Theorem 8.1] that there is a constant C depending only on kgk4;� andminS2R such that: k�k2;� 6 C;(14)see also [Ev] and [K1]. Once we have established (14), we can apply Schauderestimates to (13) to get k�kk;� 6 C:(15)In view of (4) and (12), we have:X;ij = � 1X �N �gij � �;ij�N:Thus, (15) implies (9).Proof of Theorem 3. Follows directly from Theorem 4.



10 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEIN4. Weyl-Type Estimates for Non-Negative Scalar CurvatureIn this section, we prove Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is similar tothat of the Proposition in [GL], using (8) instead of the Weyl estimate. We�rst point out a consequence of Theorem 1 which is similar to Corollary 1.Corollary 2. Let g 2M4(Sn), and let X : (Sn; g)! Rn+1 be a C4 isometricembedding. Let R be the scalar curvature of g. Then the following inequalityholds: ��r2X��2 6 Cd2 supSn �2R2 ��R+ (n� 1)264d2 R� ;where C = 4(n� 1)�2e(n�1)=4, and d is the diameter of (Sn; g).The proof of Corollary 2 is the same as that of Corollary 1, using Theo-rem 1 instead of Theorem 2.Proof of Theorem 1. De�ne f = e��H , where � > 0 is a constant to bedetermined later, and as before � = 12X �X. Suppose that f achieves itmaximum at p 2 Sn, then at p, we have:fi = ��iH +Hi = 0;(16) f;ij = e��(�H�;ij � �2H�i�j +H;ij) 6 0:(17)Furthermore, note that X = gij�iXj + (X �N)N:This is veri�ed by taking inner product with the n+ 1 independent vectorsX;1; : : : ;X;n;N 2 Rn+1. On the other hand, taking inner product with Xwe obtain: 2� = jr�j2 + (X �N)2:(18)In particular, since 2� 6 d2, we have the following inequalities:jr�j2 6 d2;(19) X �N 6 d:(20)As in (8), we now calculate at p, taking (16) and (19) into account:�R = 2H�H + 2 jrH j2 � 2 jr�j2 � 2�ij��ij6 2H�H � 2�ijH;ij + 2�2 jr�j2H2 + 2�ij �Rjlik�lk + Rklik�j l�6 2(Hgij � �ij)H;ij + 2�2d2H2 �RH2 + 2R2:(21)Since (�ij) > 0 and (f;ij) � 0 at p, we have,�ijf;ij � Hgijf;ij ;namely, (Hgij � �ij)f;ij � 0:



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 11Thus, in view of (17), (11), and (20):(Hgij � �ij)H;ij 6 (Hgij � �ij)(��H�ij + �2H�i�j)6 ��H(Hgij � �ij)(gij � (X �N)�ij) + �2H2 jr�j26 �(n � 1)�H2 + �RH (X �N) + �2d2H26 �(n � 1)�H2 + �2d2H2 + �dRH:(22)Thus, combining (21) and (22), we obtain that the following inequality holdsat p: �R 6 �2(n� 1)�H2 + 4�2d2H2 + RH(�d�H) + 2R2:Taking � = (n� 1)=(4d2), and using H(�d�H) 6 �2d2=4, we get that thefollowing inequality holds at p:�R 6 �(n� 1)24d2 H2 + 2R2 + (n� 1)264d2 R:Thus, we concludeH2(p) 6 4d2(n� 1)2 supSn �2R2 ��R+ (n� 1)264d2 R� :(23)If q is any point on Sn, then we conclude:(24) H2(q) = e�2��(q)f2(q) 6 e�2��(q)f2(p)= e2�(�(p)��(q))H2(p) 6 e�d2H2(p) 6 e(n�1)=4H2(p):Theorem 1 now follows from (23) and (24).5. Solving the Once-Contracted Gauss EquationIn this section, we show that when the sectional curvature of g is strictlypositive, one can bound H in terms of the supremum of the Ricci tensor andthe minimumof the sectional curvature, i.e., in terms of only two derivativesof g. This is done by showing that the once-contracted Gauss Equation:Rij = tr��ij � �ik�kj ;(25)can be solved for the second fundamental form �; cf. Theorem 5. It is wellknown that the full Gauss equation has at most one solution when n > 3 andthe sectional curvature is positive, see for example [Ei, Section 60] and [All].Here we show that the subset consisting of (25) can always be solved underthis assumption. As a consequence, we obtain an estimate on the secondderivatives of X which depends only on the second derivatives of the metricg, provided the sectional curvatures of g are positive; cf. Theorem 6. Whenn = 3, this also gives, in conjunction with the Codazzi equation (6), anexplicit local necessary and su�cient intrinsic condition for a metric g of



12 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINpositive sectional curvature on S3 to be locally embeddable in R4, and con-sequently also globally embeddable; cf. Theorem 7 and the remark followingit.We will use the elementary symmetric functions �k;n(x) de�ned for inte-gers k > 0 and n > 1, and for x = (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn, by:�0;n(x) = 1; �k;n(x) = 0; if k > n;�k;n(x) = Xi1<���<ik xi1 : : : xik ; for 1 6 k 6 n:Let xi = (x1; : : : ; x̂i; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn�1 be the vector obtained from x bydeleting its i-th coordinate. We have for k > 1, and 1 6 i 6 n:�k;n(x) = xi�k�1;n�1(xi) + �k;n�1(xi);(26)from which it follows by induction on n that:nXi=1 �k;n�1(xi) = (n� k)�k;n(x);(27)for k > 0.Lemma 3. Let n > 3, x = (x1; : : : ; ; xn) 2 Rn, x = �1;n(x), and de�ne then� n matrix Gn(x) by:Gn(x) = 0BBB@x� x1 x1 : : : x1x2 x� x2 : : : x2...xn xn : : : x� xn1CCCA :Then: detGn(x) = Xjj=n a;nx;where a;n = nXk=3 (�2)k�1(k� 2)(n� k)!! �k;n():(28)Proof. De�ne for x 2 Rn, and s 2 R:Fn(s;x) = det0BBB@s� x1 x1 : : : x1x2 s � x2 : : : x2...xn xn : : : s � xn1CCCA ;fn(s;x) = detFn(s;x):



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 13We will show that:fn(s;x) = sn � �1;n(x)sn�1 + nXk=3(�2)k�1(k � 2)�k;n(x)sn�k :(29)This is shown by induction on n > 3. Equation (29) is easily veri�ed forn = 3. Assume (29) holds for n � 1 > 3, and let gn(s;x) denote the righthand side of (29). Now, usingdds log detFn(s;x) = tr�Fn(s;x)�1 ddsFn(s;x)� ;the induction hypothesis, and (27), we obtain:ddsfn(s;x) = nXi=1 fn�1(s;xi) = nXi=1 gn�1(s;xi) = ddsgn(s;x):It is easily checked that fn(0;x) = (�2)n�1(n� 2)�n;n(x) = gn(0;x), hencefn(s;x) = gn(s;x), which proves (29). Substituting s = �1;n(x) in (29), wenow obtain: detGn(x) = nXk=3(�2)k�1(k � 2)�k;n(x)�1;n(x)n�k:We have �1;n(x)n�k = Xj�j=n�k �n � k� �x�; �k;n(x) = Xj�j=k��=1 x�;see the proof of Lemma 1 on page 5. Thus, substituting  = �+�, we �nddetGn(x) = nXk=3(�2)k�1(k� 2) Xjj=n Xj�j=k�6; ��=1�n� k � ��x = Xjj=n a;nx ;where a;n = nXk=3(�2)k�1(k � 2) Xj�j=k�6; ��=1�n� k � ��:To obtain (28), note that the last sum in this equation can be rewritten as:Xj�j=k�6 ; ��=1�n � k � �� = (n� k)!! �k;n():Lemma 4. Let n > 3, and x 2 Rn+, then detGn(x) > 0.



14 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINProof. Let b;k;n = 2k�1(k � 2)(n� k)!! �k;n():(30)Then, we have: a;n = nXk=3(�1)k�1b;k;n:(31)We now claim that for all jj = n, and all k > 3, there holds:2(k� 1)�k+1;n() 6 (n � k)(k � 2)�k;n();(32)It follows from (32) and (30) that b;k+1;n 6 b;k;n, for all jj = n, and3 6 k 6 n � 1, and hence, in view of (31), we obtain a;n > 0, for alljj = n. For n = 3, we have detG(x1; x2; x3) = 4x1x2x3, that is a;3 = 0unless  = (1; 1; 1), in which case a ;3 = 4. Since for n > 3, we havedetG(x1; x2; x3; 0; : : : ; 0) = (x1 + x2 + x3)n�3 detG(x1; x2; x3);it is clearly impossible that a;n = 0 for all jj = n, and the lemma follows.It remains to prove (32). In fact, we will prove the more general inequality:(k + 1)�k+1;n() 6 ��1;n()� k��k;n();(33)for k > 0, and any multi-index . This clearly implies (32) when jj = n,and k > 3. We will use the identity:nXi=1 i�k;n�1(i) = (k + 1)�k+1;n();which holds for k > 0, and which follows easily from (26) by induction onn. Using this identity, we �nd that:�1;n()�k:n() = nXi=1 i�i�k�1(i) + �k;n�1(i)�> nXi=1�i�k;n(i) + i�k;n�1(i)�= (k + 1)�k+1;n() + k�k;n();which proves (33).Lemma 5. Let n > 3, and let Sn be the set of positive-de�nite symmetricn� n matrices over R. The map �: Sn ! Sn, de�ned by�: A 7! (trA)A�A2is one-to-one.



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 15Proof. Suppose that �(A) = �(B), and let E = A+ B, F = A� B. Then,E and F are symmetric, and E is positive-de�nite. We have:tr(E)F + tr(F )E � (EF + FE) = 0:(34)This implies that E and F can be simultaneously diagonalized. Indeed,let � = (�1; : : : ; �n) be the eigenvalues of E, and let � = (�1; : : : ; �n)be the eigenvalues of F , then there is an orthogonal matrix Q such thatQTEQ = D = diag(�). Let C = QTFQ, then we havetr(D)C + tr(C)D � (DC + CD) = 0:Writing Cej =Pni=1 cijei, where e1; : : : ; en is the standard basis of Rn, thisimplies: nXi=1��1;n(�)� (�i + �j)�cijei = ��j�1;n(�)ej :Since �1;n(�)� (�i + �j) > 0 when i 6= j, this shows that C is diagonal. Itnow follows from (34) that�iXj 6=i �j + �iXj 6=i �j = 0:In view of Lemma 4, we obtain that �i = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; n. Thus, weconclude that F = 0, and A = B.Denote by Tn � Sn the set of those matrices B 2 Sn with the followingproperty: if �1; : : : ; �n are the eigenvalues of B, then �i <Pj 6=i �j for each1 6 i 6 n. For A 2 Sn, let jAj2 =Pni=1 �2i , where �i are the eigenvalues ofA, and for B 2 Tn, let"(B) = min16i6n��1;n(�)� 2�i) > 0;where � = (�1; : : : ; �n) are the eigenvalues of B.Lemma 6. Let n > 3, then � maps Sn onto Tn. Furthermore if A 2 Sn,then jAj 6 n2 j�(A)j "��(A)��1=2:(35)Proof. We �rst prove that �(Sn) � Tn. Let A 2 Sn, and let � = (�1 : : : ; �n)be its eigenvalues. Then, in view of (26), the eigenvalues of �(A) are:�i =Xj 6=i �j�i = �i�1;n�1(�i) = �2;n(�)� �2;n�1(�i):Thus, using (27), we �nd that �1;n(�) = 2�2;n(�), and hence:�1;n(�)� 2�i = 2�2;n�1(�i) > 0:(36)We conclude that �(A) 2 Tn. The converse will be proved by continuity,i.e., we will show that �(Sn) is open and closed in Tn. Since Tn is clearly



16 YANYAN LI AND GILBERT WEINSTEINconnected, this implies that �(Sn) = Tn. To show that �(Sn) is opensuppose that A 2 Sn, and that�0(A)C = tr(A)C + tr(C)A� (AC + CA) = 0;(37)for some symmetric n � n matrix C. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 5,we get that C = 0, and hence �0(A) is non-singular. We conclude, by theInverse Function Theorem, that there is a neighborhood of �(A) containedin �(Sn), and thus, �(Sn) is open. We will now prove (35). Let A 2 Sn, andlet � = (�1; : : : ; �n) be its eigenvalues. Let �i = maxj �j , so that jAj2 6 n�2i .Then, in view of (26) and (36), we have:�2;n(�)2 > �2i�1;n�1(�i)2 > 2n jAj2 �2;n�1(�i) > 1n jAj2 "��(A)�:If B = �(A), we can now estimate:jBj2 > 1n (trB)2 = 1n�(trA)2 � tr(A2)�2 = 4n�2;n(�)2 > 4n2 jAj2 "��(A)�;which proves (35). This shows that �(Sn) is closed in Tn. Indeed, if Aj 2 Snis such that �(Aj) ! B 2 Tn, then (35) shows that the eigenvalues �(Aj)of Aj are uniformly bounded above. Therefore, by passing to a subsequenceif necessary, we see that Aj ! A for some symmetric A > 0. By continuity�(A) = B, hence A > 0, i.e., A 2 Sn, and B 2 �(Sn).We note here that when n = 3, the inverse of � can be written explicitly.Indeed, let B 2 T3, let � = (�1; �2; �3) be its eigenvalues, and let v1;v2;v3be its eigenvectors. De�ne:�i = qQ3j=1��1;3(�)� 2�j�p2��1;3(�)� 2�i� ; i = 1; 2; 3; A = 3Xi=1 �ivi 
 vi:(38)It is easy to check that �iPj 6=i �j = �i, hence �(A) = B.We note, furthermore, that since �: Sn ! Tn is C1 (in fact analytic), itfollows that ��1 : Tn ! Sn is also of class C1.Theorem 5. Let n > 3, and let g 2 M2+(Sn). Then there exists a uniquesymmetric positive twice-covariant tensor � on Sn which satis�es the once-contracted Gauss Equations (25). Furthermore, if g 2 Ck;� for some k > 2and 0 6 � < 1, then � 2 Ck�2;�.Proof. Let Rij be the Ricci tensor of g in an orthonormal basis, and letp 2 Sn. Then, we have Rij(p) 2 Tn. Indeed, let �i be the eigenvalues ofRij , let {ij be the sectional curvature of g in the plane spanned by the i-thand j-th eigenvector of Rij, and write {ii = 0. Then, �i = Pnj=1 {ij foreach i, hence: Xj 6=i �j =Xj 6=i nXl=1 {jl =Xj 6=iXl6=i {jl + �i > �i:(39)



ISOMETRIC EMBEDDINGS 17Thus, the �rst assertion of the theorem follows from Lemma 6 and Lemma 5.The second assertion follows from the remark just preceding this theorem.This theorem, in conjunction with (35) and (39), immediately implies thefollowing theorem:Theorem 6. Let n > 3, let g 2 M2+(Sn), and let X : (Sn; g) ! Rn+1 be aC2 isometric embedding. Let � be the second fundamental form of X, let {be the minimum of all the sectional curvatures of g on Sn, and let � be themaximum of the norm jRicj = (RijRij)1=2 of the Ricci tensor of g over Sn.Then, we have: j�j 6 Cn�{�1=2;(40)where Cn = n=�2p(n� 1)(n� 2)�.This last theorem should be compared with Theorems 2 and 1 whenn > 3. Here we require positive sectional curvature. However, we obtain anestimate which depends only on two derivatives of g. In Theorem 2, we onlyrequired non-negative sectional curvature and positive scalar curvature, butour estimate relied on four derivatives of g.De�nition 1. Let (M; g) be a Riemannian manifold of class Ck;� for somek > 2 and 0 6 � < 1. We say that (M; g) is Ck;� locally isometricallyembeddable in RN if for each p 2 M there is a neighborhood U � M ofp and a Ck;� isometric embedding X : (U; g) ! RN. If (M; g) is locallyisometrically embeddable in RN, we say that (M; g) is locally rigid in RNif whenever X;X0 : (U; g)! RN are local C2 isometric embeddings of someopen set U � M , then X0 = 	 �X, where 	: RN ! RN is a rigid motionpossibly composed with a reection.We now have:Theorem 7. Let g 2Mk;�+ (S3) for some k > 3 and 0 6 � < 1. Let � be thesolution of the once-contracted Gauss Equation (25) given by Theorem 5.Then (S3; g) is Ck;� locally isometrically embeddable in R4 if and only if �satis�es the Codazzi Equations:�ij;k � �ik;j = 0(41)In this case, (S3; g) is also locally rigid.Proof. Let X : (U; g) ! R4 be a Ck;� local isometric embedding. Then, byTheorem 5, � is the second fundamental form of X, and � 2 Ck�2;�. Hence� satis�es the Codazzi Equations. Conversely, the system(X;ij = ��ijNNi = �ijX;j(42)is an overdetermined system for the 4 vector �elds X;1;X;2;X;3;N along S3,whose integrability conditions are the Gauss and Codazzi Equations (5){(6).
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